
Dear Parents and Carers,   

As the Easter holidays draw to a close, I hope you and your family have been able to enjoy seeing 

friends again and going out more widely, following the easing of Covid restrictions. We are looking 

forward to welcoming the students back to college on Monday.  I hope they have had a good break.  

Covid Update  

I would like to remind you of the importance of your child undertaking a home Covid test on Sunday 

evening, so that we can identify any positive cases before they return in order to break trains of 

transmission. Please log the test results at both the NHS website and also with ourselves at 

covidtestresults@wyvern.hants.sch.uk . Please could you check that you are using the correct 

College email address, as there was an error with the original email address sent out. If you have any 

queries about testing, please contact us enquiries@wyvern.hants.sch.uk . 

A few parents have been in touch to ask whether students still need to wear face covering in lessons, 

now that the Covid restrictions are being loosened.  The governments review into face coverings in 

schools has announced that they should continue to be worn in classrooms when students return 

after the Easter break. It is expected that face coverings will no longer be required to be worn in 

classrooms at step 3 of the government’s national roadmap, which is expected to be May 17th if the 

data continues to show reduced risk of infection.     

Uniform  
Because all non-essential shops were closed last term, we did not enforce our uniform policy as 

consistently as normal, allowing some leeway in the wearing of items that we would not normally 

permit. We asked you to get in touch with us to tell us if we needed to give you time to address any 

issues. By the last week of term, some students had interpreted our leniency as a chance to wear 

what they wanted and we have had a lot of jewellery, make-up and fake nails being worn in 

particular. We will be applying the uniform policy more consistently from the start of the new term; 

please do get in touch with your child’s tutor if you have any ongoing issues and please do support 

our high standards of uniform. The vast majority of our students follow the rules but get frustrated 

when they see others not doing so. When everyone wears the same, there is no peer pressure or 

feelings of inadequacy.   

Quality of Education   

Covid precautions have constrained Wyvern staff from doing many of the usual things they would do 

to enhance students’ educational experience: run trips, offer extra-curricular activities and focus on 

practical work. We will be reviewing these restrictions in the light of new government guidance and 

against our own assessment of Covid risk at Wyvern. We hope to ease some of these restrictions but 

we need to continue to ensure that students have the fewest number of close contacts so that when 

we have a positive case, we minimise the number of other students who need to self-isolate.   

With best wishes to all Wyvern families,   

Mr Rule  

Headteacher 
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